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Abstract 
3D-CGIN is a CGIN providing at least 3 disjoint paths between any communicating pair. It uses alternate source for every 
sender to ensure availability of 3 disjoint paths. 3D-CGIN is compatible with distance tag routing and destination tag 
routing schemes. These methods prove quite useful in 3D-CGIN. In the presence of faults, the new path is searched from 
source to destination. In order to tolerate faults, extra processing is required for selection of new path and diverting / 
resending the packets on that new path. Generally, the extra processing causes increase in processing time or hop count. 
To gain the advantage of multiple disjoint paths, we must carefully design the routing scheme, such that, it can minimize 
extra processing while tolerating the faults. We feel that, use of timely updated network status will certainly help in 
improving the routing. In 3D-CGIN, we introduce such network status aware strategies. This paper introduces two such 
schemes, which use pre-computing of routing tags. These methods use the network status to avoid paths with faulty nodes. 
The paper first discusses the routing in Destination Tag and rerouting. The network 3D-CGIN can tolerate a maximum of 
6 faults in worst case, due to the additional link at initial stage. In this paper, we emphasis on various routing strategies 
those can be used with 3D-CGIN architecture to improve the routing. 
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1. Introduction 
Gamma Interconnection Network (GIN) is the most popular subclass of Multistage Interconnection Networks 
(MIN). GIN provides alternate paths between a source and destination pair due to use of PM2I 
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interconnection patterns. The GIN suffers with a problem of existence of unique path between certain source 
and destination pairs where source = destination. Many modifications were proposed to overcome this 
problem. Cyclic GIN is one of these modifications, using which we have proposed our network, namely 3D-
CGIN. 3D-CGIN, as the name suggests, provides 3 disjoint paths between every communicating pair of 
source and destination. 3D-CGIN when further analyzed for worst-case performance, given a maximum of 6 
faults tolerance. This is a great achievement. With 3D-CGIN, we propose various routing strategies, which 
include Distance Tag Routing, Destination Tag Routing, Dynamic Routing, Re-routing and most importantly 
routing using pre-computing of routing tags. The methods used for pre-computing of routing tags, use the 
current network status before sending the packet. The methods will certainly lead to the improvement in 
routing time. 
In this paper, we introduce two pre-computing tag methods, which improve the packet delivery by 
considering the current network status. This paper is organized as follows–Section 2 covers Background and 
Motivation for 3D-CGIN. Section 3 explores various routing techniques including pre-computing tags; 
Section 4 covers results and discussion. Concluding remarks and future scope are in section five, followed by 
references.  
 
Fig 1. Cyclic Gamma Interconnection Network 
 
Fig. 2. 3D–CGIN a 3 Disjoint paths CGIN with alternate source, 
N = 8 
2. Preliminaries and Background 
2.1. Cyclic Gamma Interconnection Network and Motivations for 3D-CGIN 
Cyclic Gamma Interconnection Network, is a modification of Gamma Interconnection Network, developed 
by Parker and Raghavendra [1-2]. In n-stage Gamma Network, the connection pattern can be represented as 
20, 21, 22,…..., 2n-1. In CGIN [8-9] the connection patterns were altered by repeating any stage at initial and 
end connections. This alteration provided multiple disjoint paths, guaranteeing one arbitrary fault tolerance. It 
also guarantees multiple paths between any pair of source and destination. The resulting network depicted 
cyclic nature. A CGIN n is a CGIN with n stages and the connecting patterns between first two stages and last 
two stages being 2  where 0  (n-2). Therefore, the connecting patterns between stages can be ordered as 2 , 
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2 +1, 2 +2, …., 2n-3, 2n-2, 20, 21, 22, …...2 -1, 2 . The stages of CGIN n are numbered 0 to n and the connecting 
patterns are based on plus-minus 2( +i)(mod n-1) functions. Fig. 1 shows a typical CGIN03. Each request in 
CGIN n, carries a routing tag of n digits. The weight of each digit is determined by the connecting pattern. For 
a tag digit di the weight is determined by the formula: ±2( +i)(mod n-1) if di is ±1. The routing complexity of 
CGIN is same as that of GIN. CGIN reduces the pin count, as it uses 2  instead of 2n-1 connecting pattern. It 
reduces the total layout area as well thus, achieving reduction in cost. CGIN uses the destination tag routing 
and re-routing to tolerate any arbitrary single fault. It does not provide strong re-routability. Strong re-
routability implies that the packet can be re-routed at every stage. CGIN provides at least 2 disjoint paths 
between any pair of source and destination. However, packet delivery can fail, if the source is faulty. The 
fault-tolerance techniques for GIN have been discussed in the [3-19]. The GIN provides redundant paths as it 
uses the redundant binary representation of the tags. After further analysis of GIN, it was found fault robust. 
Many more attempts were made to make more and more paths available. These attempts lead to development 
and use of many fault tolerant networks. After studying the literature in GIN, we found the following facts: 
(1) None of the attempts considered the fault at initial stage, (2) The maximum fault tolerated were 2 at the 
cost of complicated algorithms, and (3) No pre-computing methods were suggested to overcome the side 
effects of Destination Tag Routing. These observations motivated us to think along these directions and 
improve GIN to tolerate more faults.     
2.2. Network Architecture of 3D-CGIN 
3D-CGIN [13] is a cyclic Gamma Network, connecting N = 2n inputs to N outputs. It consists of log2N + 1 
stages with N switching elements per stage. The number of input nodes in 3D-CGIN are divided into two 
parts and an alternate link is used connecting the respective input nodes to each other. It means that the first 
node in the first part is connected with the first node in the second part, using the alternate link and so on. The 
0th stage switches are 2 X 3 crossbars, 1st and 2nd stage switches are 3 X 3 crossbars and output stage switches 
are 3 X 1 crossbars. The connecting patterns between different stages are done as per CGIN concept. The 
connections between stage 0 - 1 & 2 - 3 are done as per 20 patterns whereas the 21 pattern is used for 
connection between 1–2. Fig. 2 shows the topology of 3D-CGIN for N = 8. The proof for existence of 
multiple disjoint paths and the details about distance tag routing can be found in [13]. 
3. Routing in 3D-CGIN 
The 3D-CGIN is compatible with two types of routing schemes: (1) Distance Tag Routing, and (2) 
Destination Tag Routing. 
In distance tag routing, the routing tag is generated by calculating the distance between destination and 
source. The routing tag consists of n bits. Each bit may take values 0, 1 or -1. Following the bits in the routing 
tag, the destination can be reached. In destination tag routing, the destination number is converted into routing 
tag. By following this tag the destination is reached. 
3.1. Routing using Distance Tag 
The algorithm for distance tag routing in fault free environment can be found in [13]. As the network is not 
strongly re-routable, after detection of every fault the source will consider the new routing tag and forwards 
the packets, using it. The additional hop count is considered as the fault penalty. The source and destination 
will be given as input to this algorithm. Then, depending upon the faulty/busy status of source, the alternate 
source is decided, following which routing tags are generated using the algorithm Algo_RT_Tag. The 
algorithm randomly chooses a routing tag and starts forwarding a packet. Upon visiting a faulty node, the 
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source chooses another routing tag and tries to forward the packet using it. The process is repeated till either 
the destination is reached or the routing tags from source get exhausted. If all the paths from the source are 
faulty then the routing tags from alternate source are generated. If the destination is still unreachable, then a 
message is communicated indicating, “communication is not possible”.  
 
Algorithm: Generation of Routing Tags Algo_Rt_Tag(source, destination) 
1. Calculate distance as  Distance = source – destination 
2. If (5 <= Distance <= 7)then 
 Dist = 8 mod Distance 
 Set RTDist = -Dist 
 Else 
 If (-7 <= Distance <= -5) then 
  Dist = 8 mod Distance 
  Set RTDist = Dist 
 End If 
3. Declare RT_Tag[n][3] //is the array containing the routing tag and dell1, dell2 and dell3 represent the values of 
//routing tag at the position 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
4. Let n = 1 
5. For i = 1 to 27 do 
a. Select randomly the values of dell1, dell2 and dell3 from range {-1, 0, 1} 
b. Calculate RTDistance as 
 RTDistance = 2dell1 ±  2dell2 ± 2dell3 
  
c. If RTDistance = Distance then 
{ 
 RT_Tag[n][1]= dell1 
 RT_Tag[n][2]= dell2 
 RT_Tag[n][3]= dell3 
           n++ 
          } 
         Else Goto step 5. 
         End If 
6. Return the routing tag array RT_Tag[n][3]. 
3.2. Routing using Destination Tag 
In destination tag routing, packets are routed under guidance of the destination address [8]. This scheme 
proves more efficient and is simple to implement. The destination tag routing and rerouting is based on a state 
model of IADM [12] network and is applicable to GIN and CGIN as both these networks are topologically 
similar. For 3D-CGIN, a switch j (where a switch is represented using n bit binary representation jn-1, …, j1, 
j0) at stage i can be even or odd, based on the following bit pattern: 
evenj    if ji = 0 
oddj     if ji = 1 
Let ti represents the destination tag bit. For every switch, there are two possible routing states, C and . These 
two states are defined as follows: 
0  if j is an eveni switch and ti = 0 
      0       if j is an oddi switch and ti = 1 
                                Ci (j, ti)   =         -2           if j is an oddi switch and ti = 0 
              2i if j is an eveni switch and ti = 1 
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And   i (j, ti) = - Ci (j, ti) 
Then we define two more functions as following: 
Ci(j,ti) = j +  Ci (j, ti) 
and  
i(j,ti) = j + i (j, ti) 
When a request in a switch at stage i is to be routed, the connection to be taken from the switch will be 
decided as follows: (1) If switch is in state C, j is oddi and ti = 0; take upper link, (2) If switch is in state C, j is 
eveni and ti = 1; take lower link, (3) If switch is in state , j is oddi and ti = 0; take lower link, (4) If switch is 
in state , j is eveni and ti = 1; take upper link, and (5) Otherwise take straight link. 
If the connection is blocked due to heavy traffic or due to a faulty node, rerouting is needed. The rerouting 
path can be computed as: If the blocked connection or faulty node is present on the upper link, then change 
the switch stage such that the lower link can be chosen and vice versa. If the other link is also blocked or the 
straight link is blocked, then backtrack along the original path to a switch at the immediately previous stage 
where the connection taken was upper/lower. Then, change the state of the switch to generate an alternate 
path for the packet so that it can be rerouted properly. At stage n-1, there are packets that come from switches 
D-1 (mod N), D and D+1 (mod N) respectively. The rerouting scheme can be easily applied to 3D-CGIN. For 
a packet, the destination tag routing is applied to both the original source and alternate source (after 
considering the faults at initial stage). The additional check is needed to determine whether to continue the 
path or abort it. This additional check compares the n-bit reached switch number with the n bit carried tag, i.e. 
the binary representation of destination number. If every bit is the same except bit n-1 at stage i, the path 
should be aborted as the difference between the tag and the switch number will be ±2n-1, thus making it 
impossible to reach the destination. Then backtrack to the switch at stage i-1. Alternatively, we can say that if 
n-1 bit is same as that of carried tag, continue routing. If the bit is different then go one stage back, check bit 
n-2 with 0th bit of carried tag. With any one-bit difference the routing advances, otherwise the switch is 
aborted. This process is not to be checked for every switch on the path. Rather, it can be checked at the source 
and if an aborted switch is found a new tag is chosen and routing is resumed. 
This scheme is applicable to 3D-CGIN, with two additional checks – 1) to the original source and 2) to the 
alternate source. As we know, a tag value of D-1 (mod N), D and D+1 (mod N) can be carried to route a 
request to its destination. Therefore, the packet can be triplicated in the network with these three tags and can 
be transmitted simultaneously. The same strategy is applicable to the alternate source. As more disjoint paths 
exist in 3D-CGIN, the packets are guaranteed to reach the destination, with an expense of higher traffic. This 
approach leads to more packet collisions and higher route congestion. 
 
Algorithm: Destination Tag Routing 
1. Input Source and Destination. 
2. Find the binary representation of source and destination. 
3. Find the odd and even switches of network using following steps 
a. Let j be the switch represented with n bit binary number 
b. j is even if ith bit of j is 0 
c. j is odd if ith bit of j is 1 
4. Let d represents the tag bits for destination 
5. Compute C and  for every switch  
6. If ( j = oddi and di = 0 and state = C) then 
Take upper link 
           ElseIf ( state =  ) 
Take down link 
 EndIf 
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               EndIf 
7. If ( j = eveni and di = 1 and state = C) then 
Take down link 
             ElseIf ( state =  ) 
Take upper link 
     EndIf 
  EndIf 
8. If (both 7 and 8 are false) then 
  Take straight link 
9. Repeat steps 6 to 8 till the destination is reached. 
3.3. Pre-computing Routing Tags 
As we have seen in previous section, destination tag routing generates multiple copies of the same packet 
along disjoint paths/alternate paths, leading to increased traffic and collisions. In order to overcome these 
overheads some way for avoiding the use of blocked or faulty paths is needed. Identification of these 
congested paths/faults is done, in advance, will certainly help in reducing the traffic, and hence reduce the 
problems due collisions and congestion. The process is known as pre-computing routing tags [13]. In this 
section we provide two techniques for pre-computing routing tags. The first technique identifies working 
paths by checking all the possible routes from source and destination, before sending the packet. Soon the 
source identifies the first working path, the packet will be transferred. The second technique use the concept 
of Connected To Set, which give us the list of nodes connected at every switch, except the last stage. Before 
forwarding the packet, the source will compute the path by checking the Connected To Set of all the switches 
it is connected to, directly or indirectly. Soon the first working path is available, the packet is forwarded. 
In order to implement these pre-computing routing tags we must know the faulty nodes in advance. Either 
we should know the number of faulty nodes or some network monitoring tool may observe the state of 3D-
CGIN and decide about blocked paths as well as faulty switches. Using this knowledge, the routing tags will 
be generated and used. There are three main advantages of these techniques: (1) Routing is more accurate as 
the complete picture of current network state is available, (2) It is not required to send multiple copies of the 
same packet over all the paths available, and (3) Noticeable decrease in packet collisions and path congestion. 
3.3.1. Use of directions of links for pre-computing routing tags 
In this technique, we first take the source and destination and then decide the alternate source for that 
source. We assume that the faulty node numbers are known to us and that there are comparatively less 
chances of link failure than node failure. The source will be connected to nodes at stage 2 and the node 
numbers vary in the range +1, 0 and -1 with respect to the source number. In a similar way, the destination is 
connected by 3 nodes at stage 3, D-1, D and D+1 respectively. The intermediate stages, namely 2 and 3, are 
connected with +2, 0 and -2 difference. The source and destination will compute the nodes they are directly 
connected to by doing +1, 0 and -1 at their respective node number. Then the source will compute +2, 0 and -
2 node numbers for all the nodes in stage 2 to which it is connected directly. If a node, which the source gets 
after processing stage 2, matches with the node to which the destination is connected, a working path is 
detected and the packet is forwarded through this path. The nodes found during this process will be stored in 
the connection lists available at source and destination. While computing these tags, the nodes, which are 
faulty, will be omitted from the connection list. Then the same process is repeated for alternate source and 
destination, if needed. The Following algorithm illustrates the process. In this approach, though the faulty 
nodes are known beforehand, we cannot avoid them without calculating the nodes at the next stage, which is a 
drawback. We can remove this drawback by using our next method. 
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Algorithm: Pre-computing routing tags using directions of links 
//We denote upper links using – sign, downlinks using + sign and straight link using 0. The distance between stages //1 & 
2 and 3 & 4 is 1, while between 2 & 3 is 2. 
1. Take Source and Destination 
2. Calculate the alternate source. 
3. If (Source = faulty or no matching nodes to destination ) then 
Source = alternate_source 
 EndIf 
4. If(the node visited is not faulty and destination is not reached) then 
a. Let c = source + 1 
b. Let d = source 
c. Let e = source – 1 
//c, d and e denote the nodes at stage 2, which will be visited by taking down, straight and upper links //respectively. 
d. Let k = destination + 1 
e. Let l = destination  
f. Let m = destination – 1 
/*k, l and m denote the nodes at stage 3, through which   the destination can be reached by taking down, straight and upper 
links respectively.*/ 
g. For nodes c, d and e compute 
1. Let g = node + 2 
2. Let f = node 
3. Let h = node – 2 
h. If any value of k,l,m matches with g,f,h then destination is reachable. 
   EndIf 
5. If(node is faulty) then 
 Drop that link and take other available link. 
               EndIf 
6. If (Destination is reached) then 
  Exit 
                   Else  
Repeat steps 4 and 5 with alternate_source as new source 
             EndIf 
3.3.2. Pre-computing using Connected-to-Set 
In this approach, every node is associated with a set containing the nodes to which it is directly connected. 
All the nodes, except the one at last stage, use it. Definition 1 gives more elaboration of Connected To Set. 
Definition 1:  A Connected To Set, denoted as CtS, is a set of nodes in next stage, which are directly 
connected with upperlink, straightlink and downlink of a node. 
Example: A node 2 at stage 0 is connected to node number 1, 2 and 3 at stage 1 with upper, straight and down 
links respectively.  
The CtS is available with all the nodes at stages 0, 1 and 2 and all the faulty nodes are known in advance. 
The source and the alternate source will check the CtS of the nodes connected to them via direct links. If a 
node is faulty, it will not appear in the CtS of a node at previous stage to which it is connected. The first 
working path traced through CtS from source/alternate source to destination will be used for forwarding the 
packets. Three methods are needed to implement this approach (1) initial configuration of CtS - This will be 
carried out at the warm-up stage of the interconnection, (2) update method - This will add or remove entries as 
per the faulty / non-faulty state of nodes, and (3) path trace routine –This will take the first available path 
towards the destination by checking the CtS of involved nodes. 
There are two ways of storing a CtS: (1) On the master processor, and (2) On each node. 
If the CtS are stored on the master nodes then the updates are to be given to master nodes, so that proper 
routing is done. The resultant route tracing will be faster but it will increase the message passing overload. If 
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CtS are stored on individual nodes then message passing overload will not occur but a route trace traversal is 
needed. The initial configuration is executed as and when the system restarts. The update method keeps on 
checking periodically for updation of CtS. Following two methods give the initial configuration of CtS and 
the update process followed by the Pre-computing routing tags using CtS. 
 
Algorithm: Initial configuration of CtS 
1. For i = 1 to 24 do 
a. CTs[1] = node number of the node connected by upper link 
b. CTs[2] = node number of the node connected by straight link 
c. CTs[3] = node number of the node connected by lower link 
          End For 
 
Algorithm: Update CtS 
1. For i = 1 to 24 do 
a. If (any node connected to upper, straight and lower links fails) then 
Remove it from respective CTs. 
              EndIf 
b. If (any node connected to upper, straight and lower link recovers from fault) then 
Add it to respective CTs. 
  EndIf 
 EndFor 
 
Algorithm: Pre-computing routing tags using CtS 
1. Take source and destination. 
2. Calculate the alternate source. 
3. For i = 1 to 3 do 
a. For j = 1 to 3 do 
i. Visit CTs of node[i][j] /* it is the node at stage 2 connected to source through the node at 
stage 1.*/ 
ii. If the destination is reachable then 
Take path from source to destination through node[i][j] 
Exit 
Else 
 j++  
EndIf 
  EndFor 
 EndFor 
4. Repeat step 3 with source = alternate_source 
         5.       Display message “Sorry no paths” 
 
Because of the update method updating the CtS at respective nodes, the paths involving faulty nodes are not 
considered for processing. The process becomes easier if we implement it using CtS on master nodes. As we 
know, in 3D-CGIN alternate sources are available. Consequently, for a small network like 8x8 3D-CGIN the 
CtS can be stored on either the source or alternate source. The complete path is traced at source only. 
3.4. Comparisons 
The fault tolerance ability of a network is directly dependent on the number of paths (multiple/disjoint, as 
per the routing strategy). 3D-CGIN provides multiple paths for every tag used in the network, as it uses 
alternate source. Table 3.1 shows the number of alternate paths and disjoint paths available in different 
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networks. We can see that the total number of paths in GIN and CGIN are 27, whereas in 3D-CGIN they are, 
54 i.e. twice the number of alternate paths available in GIN and CGIN. These paths ensure more apt handling 
of faults. This is the major improvement of this architecture over other networks. 
The total number of paths in GIN and CGIN are 27. In 3D-CGIN, the total number of paths are 54 i.e. 
twice the number of paths in GIN or CGIN. 3D-CGIN uses disjoint paths for routing packets. Alternate source 
ensures at least 3 disjoint paths between any source and destination. In case, after rerouting in faulty 
environment, a packet reaches back to the source, the third disjoint path from alternate source is used. 3D-
CGIN ensures 3 disjoint paths for every tag value. Another network, 3-Disjoint GIN, ensures at least three 
disjoint paths but the algorithms used in it are complicated. In comparison, 3D-CGIN provides very simple 
routing strategy, along with the ability to tolerate single fault at the input stage. Table 3.2 shows a comparison 
of various GINs and CGINs based on fault tolerance method, fault-tolerance ability and routing method. 
The 3D-CGIN is tested for routing under destination tag and distance tag routing. The simulation has been 
successfully executed 5000 times, using randomly generated source and destination. The simulation results 
led to the very interesting finding that the 3D-CGIN can tolerate a maximum of 6 arbitrary faults, considering 
the paths from the alternate source.  
Table 3.1. Total number of alternative paths and disjoint paths for every tag in a network of size 8. 
Network 
Tag Values 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
GIN 1 0 4 2 3 0 5 2 2 0 5 2 3 0 4 2 
CGIN03 5 3 4 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 3 4 2 
3D-CGIN 7 3 6 3 8 3 6 3 7 3 6 3 8 3 6 3 
Table 3.2. Comparison of GIN, PCGIN, FCGIN, 3DGIN, CGIN and 3DCGIN. 
Network Fault Tolerance Method Fault Tolerance ability Routing Method 
GIN Multiple Paths Faults Robust Distance Tag 
CGIN Disjoint Paths 1 Fault-tolerant Distance Tag, Destination Tag with Re-routing 
PCGIN Disjoint Paths 1 Fault-tolerant Destination Tag 
FCGIN Multiple Paths 1 Fault-tolerant Destination Tag 
3DGIN Disjoint Paths 2 Fault-tolerant Distance Tag and Re-routing Tags 
3D-CGIN Disjoint Paths 
2 Fault-tolerant, 
6 Fault-tolerant in worst case
Distance Tag, Destination Tag with Re-routing, Pre-computing Tags 
4. Conclusions and Future Scope 
This paper presents a new network, namely 3D-CGIN, which provides at least 3 disjoint paths to tolerate a 
minimum of two arbitrary faults. 3D-CGIN proved better in fault tolerance by tolerating a maximum of 6 
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faults in the worst case. The results are very promising, as comparison of 3D-CGIN with other networks 
provided by Table (3.1-3.2) shows that 3D-CGIN enhances the fault tolerance ability of the GIN family of 
networks with negligible additional hardware cost. The alternate source provided for every source ensures 
guaranteed delivery of packets. This is possible as at least 3 disjoint paths are available between every 
communicating pair. Various attempts have been made to improve the fault tolerance ability of GIN. This 
paper, for the first time, introduces the concept of tolerating faults at the initial stage. The alternate source 
proves very beneficial in tolerating faults by providing multiple disjoint/redundant paths. An earlier network, 
3DGIN, provided 3 disjoint paths network with 2 arbitrary fault tolerance ability but the routing algorithms 
were complicated. Our network, 3D-CGIN, uses a simple routing strategy. The cyclic interconnection pattern 
reduces the packaging cost too. 3D-CGIN also provides some re-routing facility through the alternate source. 
It has shown 100% throughput by tolerating 0 to 2 arbitrary faults, 81% throughput by tolerating 3 to 5 faults 
and 41% throughput in the worst case by tolerating a maximum of 6 faults.  
We have identified following directions along which further research can be carried out for 3D-CGIN: (1) 
Checking the effect of using various other interconnection patterns like 22, 24 etc at initial and final stages, on 
the fault tolerance ability of 3D-CGIN, (2) Making 3D-CGIN a strongly re-routable network, (3) Finding 
terminal reliability of variations of 3D-CGIN. 
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